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Abstract—The unprecedented growth of information on the
Internet has brought about the problem of information overload.
To alleviate this problem, news recommendation aims to select
news articles for users according to their personal interests. In
security applications such as intelligence collection and public
opinion monitoring, it is of great importance to obtain valuable
information quickly from massive news resources. Different from
other application settings, users in security-related scenarios tend
to browse news with a domain-oriented purpose. In contrast
to the existing news recommendation methods which focus on
general-purpose solutions, news recommendation in security ap-
plications needs domain-oriented solutions to incorporate users’
interests in a specific domain. To this end, in this paper, we
propose the problem of domain-oriented news recommendation
and develop a specific news recommendation model for security
applications. Specifically, our proposed Domain-oriented News
Recommendation (DNR) model extracts both general and specific
preferences of the user, and performs matching between the
user and the candidate news from the above two aspects to
combine into the final result. We construct three security-related
datasets using a large-scale real-world dataset and validate the
effectiveness of our method.

Index Terms—news recommendation, domain-specific user
preference, security-related domain, user modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of the Internet, a large number of news articles ap-
pear on online platforms every day, which provide convenience
for the public to acquire information worldwide. However,
massive news can easily overwhelm users, making it difficult
to quickly find the content they need, especially for security-
related tasks such as intelligence collection and public opinion
monitoring. News recommendation, which aims to select news
that suits the user’s interests, can greatly alleviate information
overload and has become a key technology in online news
services. Different from general purpose news consumption,
for security applications, users often browse news with a
domain-oriented purpose, meaning they are more likely to
focus on news in a specific domain. Therefore, it is vital to
develop more effective solutions for news recommendation in
security-related scenarios.

Existing news recommendation methods usually first learn
semantic representations of news, then capture user prefer-
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ences from the historical clicked news, and perform matching
between candidate news and user preferences to predict the
probability of the user clicking a piece of candidate news
[1–3]. However, these methods only extract general user
preferences based on historical behaviors and ignore the user’s
interest in a specific domain, which is insufficient for user
modeling in security-related scenarios. Thus, domain-oriented
news recommendation poses two research challenges: 1) how
to incorporate the user’s general interest and user’s interest in
a specific domain for user modeling; 2) how to combine the
above two aspects when matching candidate news and user
preferences.

In this paper, we propose the problem of domain-oriented
news recommendation. Compared to general news recommen-
dation, domain-oriented news recommendation has an addi-
tional input, i.e., domain-oriented interest of the user. Domain-
oriented interest refers to the user’s interest in news from
a specific security-related domain, such as disaster, crime,
and politics. To incorporate this specific interest into news
recommendation, we develop a Domain-oriented News Rec-
ommendation (DNR) model for security applications, which
consists of three components: a news encoder, a user encoder,
and a click predictor. First, the news encoder extracts semantic
information from news titles. Then, the user encoder captures
general user preference from the historical clicked news on the
one hand and takes domain-oriented interest as the specific
user preference on the other hand. Lastly, the click predic-
tor predicts the probability of the user clicking a piece of
candidate news from both general and specific aspects and
aggregates them as the final result.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose the problem of domain-oriented news recom-

mendation and develop a method for security applications
based on the domain-oriented interest of users.

• Our method learns specific and general preferences dur-
ing user modeling, and combines the probabilities of
the user clicking a piece of candidate news which are
computed from the above two types of preferences.

• We construct three security-related datasets from a large-
scale public dataset and conduct experiments to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed method.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed model DNR.

II. RELATED WORK

A common approach for news recommendation is to mea-
sure the relatedness between user preferences and candidate
news, and then recommend candidate news with a higher
matching degree for the user. Therefore, how to accurately
model user preferences is a critical issue [1]. Most existing
work captures user preferences based on historical clicked
news [2–6]. For instance, Wang et al. [7] designed an attention
module to dynamically generate user representation specific to
current candidate news. Wu et al. [8] proposed a personalized
attention network to compute the importance of each clicked
news during user modeling. An et al. [9] exploited recurrent
neural networks to generate user representation from user click
sequence, which can track the evolution of user’s interest.
Instead of representing the user as a single vector, Wang et al.
[10] extracted hierarchical features from news segments and
performed matching between candidate news and each clicked
news at different granularity. Since the click behavior is a kind
of implicit feedback, it is not equivalent to user preferences.
Some methods further exploited other historical behaviors
of users to reduce the ambiguity of the click behavior. For
example, the dwell time or reading speed on a piece of news
[11, 12] and the negative feedback on news (e.g., skip, dislike)
[13] were used. In addition, users with common clicked
news can enhance each other in user modeling [14–17]. For
example, Santosh et al. [16] constructed a user-news bipartite
graph and defined a neighbor set for each user to enhance user
representation.

However, all of the above methods are proposed for the
general news recommendation and ignore the domain-oriented
purpose of users during browsing news in security-related
scenarios. Although these methods work well in general news
recommendation, they may be suboptimal in security applica-
tions. Different from these methods, we define a new domain-
oriented interest for each user to represent his/her interest in
a security-related domain. On this basis, our model captures
user preferences from both the historical clicked news and the
defined domain-oriented interest, which can characterize users

in security applications more accurately.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We formulate the problem in this section. Given a user
Ux with 1) N historical clicked news {dH1 , . . . , dHN} sorted
by click time where “H” means “History”, 2) the domain-
oriented interest, which can be denoted as P keywords about
a specific domain, i.e., {kw1, . . . , kwP }, 3) M candidate news
{dC1 , . . . , dCM} where “C” means “Candidate”. A piece of
news dj consists of its category and title. We aim to predict
the probability of the user Ux clicking a piece of candidate
news dCj (j ∈ [1,M ]).

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 1 gives an overview of our proposed model DNR,
which consists of a news encoder, a user encoder, and a
click predictor. The news encoder learns news representations
from the title. The user encoder aggregates historical clicked
news representations as general preference and learns specific
preference from the given domain-oriented interest. The click
predictor calculates the click probability of candidate news
based on general preference and specific preference, respec-
tively. Lastly, these probabilities are aggregated as the final
prediction.

A. News Encoder

We denote the news category as ws and the title as
[wt

1, . . . , w
t
Lt
], where ws and wt

i(i ∈ [1, Lt]) denote a word.
Firstly, the word sequence of title [wt

1, . . . , w
t
Lt
] is converted

into word embeddings [e1, . . . , eLt ]. Then, a convolutional
neural network (CNN) [18] is used to generate the contextual
vector tk(k ∈ [1, Lt]) for each word.

tk = ReLU(WF ⊗ e[k−D:k+D] + bF ) (1)

where WF and bF are parameters of CNN filters, whose
window size is 2D + 1(D ∈ N). Then we adopt a word-
level attention on the contextual vectors [t1, . . . , tLt

] of the



TABLE I
DETAILED INFORMATION OF THE THREE DATASETS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS

Dataset # Logs Train / Dev / Test # Users # News Included Categories

National-Politics 40547 23313 / 7425 / 9809 17015 25968 north america video, news politics, elections 2020 us, news
opinion, news fact check, indepth, news election 2020, fact
check, news world politics

Crime 13030 6087 / 2979 / 3964 6600 13204 news crime
International-Affair 7339 4066 / 1169 / 2104 3609 10959 middle east top stories, news world

title guided by the category embedding s to generate the final
news representation v.

qt = ReLU(Wqs + bq) (2)

αt
k =

exp(tkT tanh(Wtqt + bt))∑Lt

l=1 exp(tl
T tanh(Wtqt + bt))

(3)

v =

Lt∑
k=1

αt
ktk (4)

where Wq , bq , Wt, bt are trainable parameters.

B. User Encoder

The user encoder is used to learn general and specific user
preferences from the click history and the domain-oriented
interest respectively.

1) Specific Preference: The domain-oriented interest vector
up are first initialized by the average of embeddings of
keywords {kw1, . . . , kwP } and fine-tuned during the model
training process. We obtain the specific preference usp by
transforming the domain-oriented interest vector up using
parameters Wsp and bsp.

usp = Wspup + bsp (5)

2) General Preference: Based on the category embeddings
of clicked news sHi (i ∈ [1, N ]) and the domain-oriented
interest vector up, we calculate the importance of each clicked
news to generate general preference.

αv
i =

exp(sHi
T
tanh(Wvup + bv))∑N

n=1 exp(sHn
T
tanh(Wvup + bv))

(6)

where Wv and bv are trainable parameters.
The general preference uge is computed as the aggregation

of clicked news representations vHi (i ∈ [1, N ]).

uge =

N∑
i=1

αv
i vH

i (7)

C. Click Predictor

The click predictor is used to predict the probability of the
user clicking a piece of candidate news dCj (j ∈ [1,M ]). For
specific preference usp, we calculate its dot product with the
candidate news category embedding sCj . For general preference
uge, we calculate its dot product with the candidate news
representation vCj . We finally utilize the weighted sum method
to aggregate these two probabilities for a piece of candidate
news.

pj = γge · uge
T vCj + γsp · usp

T sCj (8)

where γge and γsp are hyperparameters.

D. Model Training

To make full use of the information of the candidate news,
we adopt the negative sampling technique to construct the
training dataset [8]. Specifically, for each positive sample (i.e.,
candidate news clicked by the user), M negative samples (i.e.,
candidate news unclicked by the user) in the same log are
randomly selected as a group. The loss function is as follows.

L = −
Pos∑
j=1

log
exp(pj)

exp(pj) +
∑M

m=1 exp(pm)
(9)

where Pos is the total number of positive training samples.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Settings

1) Dataset: We construct three English news datasets using
the public dataset MIND1 [19], which is collected from the
user impression logs of Microsoft News2. Each impression
log records the user ID, the timestamp of this log, a list of
historical clicked news of this user sorted by click time, and
the candidate news displayed to this user at a specific time
(i.e., timestamp) with the labels indicating whether they are
clicked.

We consider three security-related domains, namely Na-
tional Politics, Crime, and International Affair. Each domain
consists of some categories listed in TABLE I. News from
these categories belongs to the corresponding domain.

1https://msnews.github.io/
2https://microsoftnews.msn.com



TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCES OF BASELINE METHODS AND OUR MODEL DNR

Method
National-Politics Crime International-Affair

AUC MRR NDCG@5 NDCG@10 AUC MRR NDCG@5 NDCG@10 AUC MRR NDCG@5 NDCG@10

DKN [7] 0.6906 0.3063 0.3260 0.3797 0.6722 0.2582 0.2767 0.3342 0.5874 0.2029 0.2015 0.2626
NPA [8] 0.7372 0.2955 0.3126 0.3661 0.7349 0.2468 0.2677 0.3235 0.6984 0.2143 0.2115 0.2719

LSTUR [9] 0.7448 0.2952 0.3152 0.3674 0.7324 0.2514 0.2684 0.3275 0.6922 0.2166 0.2153 0.2714
MVL [16] 0.7333 0.2904 0.3055 0.3597 0.7245 0.2371 0.2520 0.3108 0.7008 0.2152 0.2126 0.2720
FIM [10] 0.7345 0.2896 0.3077 0.3608 0.7394 0.2599 0.2763 0.3365 0.6951 0.2124 0.2090 0.2667

DNR 0.7504 0.3162 0.3350 0.3874 0.7393 0.2704 0.2921 0.3473 0.7169 0.2321 0.2345 0.2898

For each domain, we construct a dataset by selecting im-
pression logs that satisfy the following two restrictions. Firstly,
more than half of the news in the click history belongs to the
categories of this domain. Secondly, at least one candidate
news in this log belongs to the categories of this domain. For
each user, the domain-oriented interest (i.e., a set of keywords
about this domain) consists of categories that both exist in the
user’s click history and the categories of this domain shown
in TABLE I.

The statistics of the three datasets are shown in TABLE I.
Logs in our datasets are from November 9 to November 15,
2019. We use logs of the first four days for training, that of
the fifth day for validation, and that of the last two days for
testing.

2) Implementation Details: In our experiments, we use the
pre-trained GloVe embedding [20] to initialize the word em-
bedding matrix. The dimension of word embedding and query
vector in the word-level attention layer are 300 and 200. The
number of CNN filters is 300, and the window size is 3. The
category embedding matrix is initialized via word embedding
and fine-tuned during model training. Hyperparameters γge
and γsp in Eq. (8) are 0.1 and 1.0 on the National-Politics,
1.0 and 0.1 on the Crime, 1.0 and 1.0 on the International-
Affair. During dataset construction, the negative sampling ratio
M is 4. The maximum number of user clicked news is 50.
The maximum length of the news title is 20. We optimize
the model by Adam [21] with a learning rate of 10−4 and
mini-batch 100.

The metrics to evaluate the performance of our model
are area under the ROC curve (AUC), mean reciprocal rank
(MRR), and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).

3) Baseline Methods: We choose the following general
news recommendation methods as baselines.

• DKN [7] is a knowledge graph based method, which
utilizes entity embedding in the news encoder.

• NPA [8] proposes a personalized attention network based
on user ID for semantic information extraction and user
preference modeling.

• LSTUR [9] learns long-term preferences and short-term
preferences from user ID and historical clicked news for

TABLE III
ABLATION RESULTS OF OUR MODEL DNR

Dataset Variant AUC MRR NDCG@5 NDCG@10

National-
Politics

DNR 0.7504 0.3162 0.3350 0.3874
w/o SP 0.7417 0.3097 0.3271 0.3782

Crime
DNR 0.7393 0.2704 0.2921 0.3473

w/o SP 0.7378 0.2565 0.2756 0.3330

International-
Affair

DNR 0.7169 0.2321 0.2345 0.2898
w/o SP 0.7144 0.2341 0.2349 0.2883

each user, respectively.
• MVL [16] constructs a user-news bipartite graph to

exploit high-order relations between news and users.
• FIM [10] extracts hierarchical features from news text

segments to match segment pairs of the candidate news
and each clicked news.

B. Experimental Results

TABLE II reports the experimental results of our proposed
model DNR and all baseline methods. The best and second-
best results are highlighted in boldface and underlined respec-
tively. From TABLE II, we can see that our proposed method
DNR outperforms all other baseline methods on all datasets.
Specifically, our model DNR outperforms the previous best
method with improvements of 1.66%, 0.94%, 1.82% in terms
of the average of all metrics on National-Politics, Crime,
International-Affair datasets, respectively. Our model DNR can
extract user preferences from both historical clicked news and
domain-oriented interest to model users’ interest in a specific
domain, while the baseline methods only learn user preference
vector from historical clicked news for each user, which is
insufficient for domain-oriented news recommendation.



Category Title
music news Bob Kingsley, country radio legend, dead at

80
news politics Poll: Biden, Warren support remains

unchanged after Democratic debate
news politics Biden expands edge in U.S. Democratic

nomination race: Reuters/Ipsos poll
news politics In a reversal, Joe Biden wants a Super PAC

autos How often should you change synthetic oil?
lifestyle news

feature
A white woman searches for her black
family

Domain-oriented interest: news politics

Historical clicked news

(a) Domain-oriented interest and historical clicked news
of the user

Category Title
news politics George Conway and Trump Jr.

trade personal insults during
impeachment hearing

elections 2020
us

Louisiana governor's race is the
latest test of Trump's clout

news politics Federal prosecutors probe
Giuliani's links to Ukrainian energy
projects

recipes The unlikely star of my family's
Thanksgiving table

news us Dozens of Colorado sheriffs say
they won't enforce red flag gun law

Top 5 recommend news by DNR
Category Title
tv celebrity Alex Rodriguez jokingly talks about

marrying Jennifer Lopez during super
bowl halftime show

tv celebrity Joshua Jackson and Jodie Turner-Smith
spark marriage speculation

news politics Federal prosecutors probe Giuliani's
links to Ukrainian energy projects

news politics George Conway and Trump Jr. trade
personal insults during impeachment
hearing

finance real
estate

This stately home is having the ultimate
yard sale

Top 5 recommend news by LSTUR

(b) Top 5 candidate news recommended by DNR and LSTUR

Fig. 2. Recommendation results of DNR and LSTUR for the same impression log in National-Politics dataset. The categories belonging to the domain
National Politics are in italic. The candidate news clicked by the user in this impression log is in boldface and underlined.

C. Ablation Study

To evaluate the effectiveness of specific user preference,
we conduct a detailed ablation study on the variants of the
proposed model. The ablation results are given in TABLE III.
The “w/o SP” means predicting click probability only based on
general preference, i.e., removing the second term in Eq. (8)
and set γge equal to 1.0.

Removing the specific preference from DNR results in
performance degradation of 0.81%, 1.00%, 0.04% in terms
of the average of all metrics on National-Politics, Crime,
International-Affair datasets, respectively. The specific pref-
erence has less effect on International-Affair than on other
datasets, illustrating that the specific preference learned on a
larger dataset can convey more valuable information. These
results also verify that incorporating both general preference
from clicked news and specific preference from domain-
oriented interest is beneficial for characterizing users more
accurately in domain-oriented news recommendation.

D. Case Study

We conduct a case study on National-Politics dataset to
show the superiority of DNR on domain-oriented news rec-
ommendation. We compare DNR with LSTUR since LSTUR
achieves the best performance on National-Politics dataset
among baseline methods in terms of the average of all metrics.
Fig. 2(a) shows the domain-oriented interest and historical
clicked news of the user in a randomly sampled impression
log. Fig. 2(b) shows the top 5 candidate news recommended
by DNR and LSTUR.

We can find that only two of the top 5 news recommended
by LSTUR belong to the domain National Politics and ranked
third and fourth. It is difficult for LSTUR to capture the
domain-oriented interest of the user only by learning a sin-
gle preference vector from the click history. Different from
LSTUR, the top 5 news recommended by DNR include three
news belonging to the domain National Politics and ranked
top three. Besides, the user clicked a piece of candidate news
recommended by DNR. The clicked candidate news belongs to

the domain National Politics, but its category (i.e., elections
2020 us) is different from that of news in the click history
(i.e., news politics). This is because DNR learns both general
and specific user preferences from the click history and the
domain-oriented interest respectively. With the help of general
preference, DNR can capture diverse user interests reflected
from the click history. By incorporating specific preference,
DNR can additionally characterize the user’s interest in a
specific domain.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the problem of domain-oriented
news recommendation, the challenges of which are how to in-
corporate the domain-oriented interest and general preference
of the user during user modeling and how to combine the
above two aspects when matching candidate news and user
preferences. To this end, we develop a domain-oriented news
recommendation model for security applications. Our method
extracts general user preference from the clicked news and
represents domain-oriented interest as the specific preference,
and aggregates the click probabilities computed from the
general and specific preferences as the final result. To verify
the effectiveness of our proposed method, we construct three
security-related datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that
our method achieves better performance than existing state-
of-the-art methods on all datasets under different evaluation
metrics.
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